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Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X£ be the set of all finite subspectra of
X. For any CW-spectrum E we have a natural morphism π: E*X-*lim E*X
λ
λ
induced by the incusions X
λ
dX. In [1, Theorem 1.8] Adams showed that
the canonical morphism π is always an epimorphism. By making use of Adams'
result we first prove that the spectral sequence Es2'
t=
 lim5 E*X)=>E*X collapses
A
(Theorem 1), which has implicitly been given by Hikida [5J. Given a CW-
spectrum E and an abelian group G we are interested in the Anderson dual
spectrum V-E(G) related by a universal coefficient sequence 0->Ext(E^^1Xy G)
-*VE(G)*(X) -> Horn (E* X, G)-*0. For the canonical morphism π : VE(G)*X
-» lim VJ?(G)*jy
x
, a diagram chasing shows easily that Ker π ^  lim1 Horn
λ λ
(Ex^X^G) and Coker π^ Jim2 Horn (E^^X
λy G). Since the latter part is
trivial by Adams' result, we can observe that there exists a short exact sequence
0^\^lVE(G)^1X
λ
^VE(G)*X^]\mVE(G)^X
λ
'^0 (Theorem 4). This
λ A
result was proved in [6, Theorem 1.1] under the restriction that E is of finite
type.
A cohomology group E*X is said to be Hausdorff if π: E*X-*lim E*XX
is an isomorphism. We next give a sufficient condition under which E*X is
Hausdorff, when E is a wedge sum V
 Λ
E
Λ
 or a direct limit lim Ek of />-local CW-
spectra of finite type (Proposition 8 and Theorem 9). *
Let BP denote the Brown-Peterson spectrum, and .BP<X>, E(ri), n>0,
be the -BP-related spectra. Their coefficient groups are BP^=Z^[vl9 •••, vn, •••],
J5P<n>#=Z(ί)[ϋ1, •-, vn] and E(n)#=Z<p)[vl9 •••, vΛ9 v~1]. Using Wilson's split-
ting theorem we can restate Quillen's theorem [7, Theorem 5.7] that the torsion
subgroup of JBP* Y is generated as a J?P*-module by torsion elements of non-
negative degree if Y is a based finite CW-complex (Proposition 10). Combining
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Theorem 9 with this result we finally give a sufficient condition on a based coun-
table CW-complex X under which (vήlBP}mX and E(n)mX are both Hausdorff
(Theorem 13).
1. Hausdorffness of cohomologies E*X
1.1. Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X
Λ
} be a directed system of sub-
spectra ordered by the inclusions whose union U X
Λ
 is the whole X. Let W
denote the wedge sum V y-Xy, and W
Λ
 the wedge sum V y^-ϊγ for each a. Note
that W
Λ
 is finite if X
Λ
 is finite. Given a CW-spectrum E the set {£"*H^} of
cohomology groups forms an inverse system such that
(1.1) EW^UmE*^ and £m< E*W; = 0 for any q>l
Λ Λ
(see [8, Proposition 1]).
Let Y
Λ
 denote the cofiber of the map W
Λ
->X
Λ
 induced by the inclusions
XιdX
Λ
. Then we have a short exact sequence ΰ-+{E*X
Λ
}-*{E*W
Λ
}->
{E*+1Y
Λ
}-*Ό of inverse systems, since the cofiber sequence Σ~1Y
Λ
->W
Λ
-*X
Λ
splits. This yields a four-term exact sequence
(1.2) 0 -*lim E*X
Λ
 -> E*W -+ Urn £*+1 Y
Λ
 -> Urn1 E*X
Λ
 -> 0
05 Λ Λ
and isomorphisms
(1.3) Um^*^^^^^^1^*^ for any q>l ,
Λ Λ
by making use of (1.1).
Let Y be the cofiber of the map W-*X induced by the inclusions X
Ί
 dX.
Obviously Y is the union of the directed system of subspectra Y
Λ
. We induc-
tively construct a CW-spectrum W
s+1 and a map WS+1-*XS and form a cofiber
sequence WS+1-*XS-*XS+1, by setting X^=X and W0=W= Vy^γ. Let J?4 be
the cofiber of the inclusion X=X^1dX3, and %„ the union U^4. Then there
exists a commutative diagram
X S
1 I
Xs+l - * X
involving four cofiber sequences. We have an equivalence Jζ^-ϊ ΣX because
lim
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We now observe a spectral sequence associated with the increasing filtration
*=J?«1cJ?o
c
*"
c
^
c:
*"> whose union is JL (see [2] or [3]). Given a CW-
spectrum E we set
Z -1 = Ker
B r-' = Im {£«+'(£_,/*._,) -
Es
r
>' = Zt'ΊBί ' for each r,
This spectral sequence converges to jE*.X'aί.E*+1.X'.0, and its E^-term is
^i ' = Jϊrt '«(ί
 ί
/ίi_1)βί£'+'(ϊΓt). The differential #•': #;•'-» JE'+'.'-'+1 is
denned to be the composition Zs
r
 t/Bs
r
 t
^Zs
r
'
t/ZsΛ1e*BX
r
ι
 t
~
r+lIBs
r
+
'
 t
-
r+1->
z,+,.t-r+ιιB,r*r,t-r+^ Therefore the differential d{ ' is just the composition
Es+t(W
s
)-^Es+f+1(X
s
)^Es+t+ί(W
s+1). By making use of (1, 2) and (1.3) it is
easily verified that
(1.4)
1.2. Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X^ be the set of all finite subspectra of
X. For any CW-spectrum E the inclusions XKC.X induce a natural morphism
(1.5) π: £*J^Um£*J¥
 λ
,
which is always an epimorphism (see Adams [1, Theorem 1.8]).
A cohomology group E*X is said to be Hausdorff if π is an isomorphism.
The following collapsing theorem has implicitly been obtained by Hikida [5].
Theorem 1. Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X
Λ
} be a set of subspectra
whose union is X. Assume that E*X
Λ
 is Hausdorff for each a. Then the spectral
sequence E52 *=]ims E*XΛ=*E*X collapses.
a
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
V
<E*(X,).
Then we have an isomorphism
Z5 */Zi * = Im φ/ϊm φ' ex Im q a* Im <η .
Therefore it is sufficient to show that the morphism η is trivial, in order to
observe that all the differentials d
r
, r>2, are trivial. Notice that the composition
π rj: E*(X
s+1/Xs_1)-*E*(X$)-*\\mE*(XStΛ) is trivial because E*(XS+1>Λ)-*
Λ
E*(X5fΛ) is trivial for each α. We here consider the commutative diagram
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jπ i |τr2 Jar
0 -Urn £*-'(*,_,,.) -Jim £*->( WU -Jim
with exact rows. The central arrow τr2 is an isomorphism by (1.1), and the left
one πl is an epimorphism by virtue of (1.5) because E*+s(Xs-ltβt) is Hausdorff
whenever E*(X
a
) is Hausdorff. Hence it is easily checked that Kerτr 9/' =
Ker^/'. This implies that Ker zr-^^Ker -η. Therefore we can show that the
morphism 97 is trivial as desired.
As an immediate result we have
Corollary 2. Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X^ be the set of all finite sub-
spectra of X. For a fixed integer m, EmX is Hausdorff if and only if limq Em~qXK
=0forallq>l. λ
1.3. Let E be a CW-spectrum and G an arbitrary abelian group G. Then
there exists a CW-spectrum VE(G) related by a universal coefficient sequence
(1.6) 0 -> Ext (£*-!*, G) -> VE(G)*X-+ Hom(E*X, G) -+ 0
for any CW-spectrum X (see [9]). The spectrum VE(G) is the function
spectrum F(E, V5(G)).
Let X be a CW^-spectrum and {X
λ
} be the set of all finite subspectra of X.
We here consider the commutative diagram
0 - -> Ext^^-Y, G) - > VE(G)*X - > Hom(E*X, G) - > 0
JTΓi JTΓ J7Γ2
0 - > lim Ext (E*-! X^ G) - >frn V£(G)*Jί
λ
 - > lim Hom(^-Y
λ
, G)4
with exact rows. The right arrow τr2 is an isomorphism, and the left one π±
satisfies that Ker zr^lim1 Hom(£Hί_1Xλ, G) and Coker r^lim2 Horn (E^^Xλ9 G).<
 λ
 4
 x
As is easily seen, Ker τr^Ker ^  and Coker π^ Coker π^ Therefore we have a
short exact sequence
(1.7) 0 -> lim1 Hom(E^1Xλ, G) -^  VE(G)*X > Urn VE(G)*Xλ -> 04
 λ x
and
(1.8) lim2 Horn (J?* ,^ G) = 0 ,
since the morphism π is always an epimorphism by (1.5).
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Lemma 3. Let X be a CW-spectrum and G an άbelian group. Then
Urn* Rom(E*X
λ
, G)=Q for all q>2.
Proof. We use the cofiber sequence W
s+ltλ-*XSιλ->Xs+lιλ of finite CW-
spectra for each λ, which is constructed by setting X_ltλ=Xλ and WQtK= W<Ξλ^
This induces a short exact sequence
0 -* Hom(E*X,tλ, G) -* Hom(E*Ws+lιλ, G) -> Hom(E*+1Xs+ltλy G) -+ 0 .
Notice that lim* Hom(E*W
s
+ltλ, G)=0 for all q>\ (see [8, Proposition 1]).
x
Then it is shown that lim* Hom(E^+1Xs+ltλ, G)^ lim**1 Horn (E*XSιλ, G) for«__ , <
 λ
any <?>!, and hence Jim* Horn (E* X
λ
, G)^limz Hom(E*+a.2Xa-3^, G) for each
λ
 <
 \
q> 1. By applying (1.8) to Xq-3 we obtain the result as desired.
We now prove the following result, which was given in [6, Theorem 1.1]
under the restriction that E is of finite type.
Theorem 4. Let E be an arbitrary CW-spectrum and G any ahelian group.
Let X be a CW-spectrum and {X^ be the set of all finite subspectra of X. Then,
i) there exists a short exact sequence
0 -* lim1 VE(G)^1X
λ
 -> VE(G)*X -+ lim VE(G)*X
λ
 -> 0 ,
x x
ii) lim1 VE(G)*X
λ
^ lim1 Horn (E*X
λ9 G), and
λ λ
iii) lim* VE(G)*X
λ
=Qfor any q>2.
x
Proof. Use the long exact sequence ---- » limq Ext (E# -, X
x
, G) -»
lim* VE(G)*Xι-*lϊmq Hom(E*X» G)-> Um«+1 Ext^^iJ^, G) -* - and the4
 x x x
isomorphisms lim* Ext (E*X^ G) ^  limί+2 Horn (E*X
λy G) for any q > 1. The
x \
results ii) and iii) are now immediate from Lemma 3. Moreover the result i)
is obtained from (1.7) combined with ii).
Let {A
Λ
} be a directed system of abelian groups and G be any abelian group.
Then there exists a four-term exact sequence
0 -»liml Horn (A
Λ9 G) -> Pext (Um^, G) -»Hm Pext (AΛ, G)
Λ Λ Λ
-> lim2 Horn (A
Λ
,G)-+0
Λ
(see [6, Proposition 1.4]). Hence we have
Corollary 5. For a fixed integer m, VE(G)mX is Hausdorff if G is algebraical-
ly compact or if E
m
^X is pure protective.
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Proof. Our hypothesis implies that Ptxt(E
m
^1X9 G) — 0 and hence
Jim1 Horn (E^X^ G)=0.
Λ
Corollary 6. For a fixed integer m, VE(G)mX is Hausdorff if G is torsion
free and Ext(E
m
^1X/Tor9 G)=0 where Tor stands for the torsion subgroup.
Proof. If Ext(E
m
^1X/Ύoτ) G)=0, then Hm1 Horn (£„,, ΛΓλ/Tor, G)=0,x
 x
which means that lim1 Hom^^-X^ G)=0 when G is torsion free.
2. Brown-Peterson and JJP-related cohomologies
2.1. Let E be a /ϊ-local CW-spectrum. We simply write VE instead of
VE(G) when G^Z(ί), the integers localized at p. If £ is of finite type, then
the canonical map E-*VZE is an equivalence (see [4] or [9]) where V2E stands
for V(VJE).
Let {E
Λ
} be a family of />-local CW-spectra of finite type where a runs
over an arbitrary indexing set, and E be the wedge sum VE
Λ
. For any finite
CW-spectrum Y we have a commutative diagram
o — > eExt (vtf.*-! y, z
c/)) — > θ£* y — > θHom (v^# y, zcί)) — > o
0 - > ExίEY, Z - ^  V2£*Y - " HomV£*y, Z( - v 0
involving two universal coefficient sequences (1.6), in which the vertical arrows
are induced by the inclusions E
a
C.E. Applying again the universal coefficient
sequences (1.6) for any finite CW-spectrum Y, we obtain natural isomorphisms
(2.1) Hom(V£
β
*y, Z(ί))« Horn (Horn (E*Y, Z(#)), ZCί)) ,
ExttVίU^Y, Z(ί))^Ext(Ext(£*y, Z(ί)), ZCί))
and moreover a natural exact sequence
(2.2) 0 -> Horn (Horn (E* y, Z^), Z(») -> Horn (V£* y, Zc,,)
- Horn (Ext (£*+1y,
We here recall Zeeman's Theorem [10, Theorem 1 ii)], which says that
the natural embedding 0P
Λ
— ^ ΘP*)** is an isomorphism if P
Λ
 is a free Z(j>)-
module for each α, where Horn (Horn (A, Z(/>)), Z(/>)) is shortly written ^4** for
any Z(ί)-module A. Let {AΛ} be a family of finitely generated Z^-modules.
Zeeman's Theorem implies easily that the canonical morphism
(2.3) ®A** - (ΘΛ)**
Λ Λ
is an isomorphism. Let T
Λ
 denote the torsion subgroup of A
Λ
. Choose a free
resolution 0->l?
aί
->P
Λ
--> T
Λ
-»0, then we have a commutative diagram
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Ί Ί
0 - „ Horn (Ext (φ T
Λ
, Z(p)), Zίp)) - > (®Rβ)** - > (®Pa)**
06 Λ Λ
with exact rows. Applying Zeeman's Theorem again it follows immediately
that Horn (Ext (0Γ
Λ
, Z(/>)), Zc/>))=0, and hence
(2.4) Horn (Ext (®A
Λ9 Zc,>), Z^) = 0 .
Lemma 7. Let Y be a finite CW -spectrum and E be a wedge sum of p-local
CW-spectra of finite type. Then there exists a natural exact sequence
0 -> Tor E*Y-> E* Y-^ Horn (V£*Y, Z
c/()) -* 0
where Tor E* Y denotes the torsion subgroup of E*Y.
Proof. Consider the commutative square
®(E*Y)** - > ®Hom(V£UΓ,
i
- ^  Hom(V£* Y,
The top arrow is an isomorphism by (2.1) and the left one is an isomorphism by
(2.3). Moreover the bottom one is also an isomorphism, by putting (2.2) and
(2.4) together. Therefore the right arrow becomes an isomorphism. Making
use of this isomorphism and (2.1) we obtain an exact sequence
> Hom(V£*Y, Z
c
») -> 0
C6 Λ
as desired.
2.2. Let X be a CW-spectrum and E be a wedge sum of ^-local
spectra of finite type. Consider the exact sequences 0->Tor£*J?
λ
-»l?*ΛΓχ--*
Horn (VE*X
λJ Z(/0)-»0 for all the finite subspectra Xλ of X. By use of Lemma
3 and Theorem 4 ii) we have an exact sequences
(2.5) Jim1 Tor E*X
λ
 -> lim1 E*XK -> lim
1
 V2E*X
λA \ λ
-> lim2 Tor E*X
λ
 -> Urn2 E*X
λ
 -> 0 ,
x λ
and isomorphisms
(2.6) lim^TorE^^lim9^*^ for any
 ?>3 .
~
Proposition 8. Let X be a CW-spectrum and E be a wedge sum of p-local
CW-spectra of finite type. For a fixed integer m We assume that V2EmX is Hausdorff
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and thatKmq Tor Em~* X
λ
=0 for all q> 1. Then EmX is Hausdorff.
Proof. By making use of (2.5), (2.6) and Corollary 2 we observe that
~
9X
λ
=0 for each q>\ under our hypothesis, and hence that EmX is
HausdorfF.
Let {Ek}k^ be a directed sequence of ^-local CW-spectra of finite type and
E be the wedge sum VEk. When the mapping telescope is denoted by limχ Ek,
there exists a natural short exact sequence 0 -> E* Y->E* Y -» (liπi Eb)* Y-> 0
for any finite CW-spectrum Y. We use (2.5), (2.6) and Corollary 2 again to
obtain
Theorem 9. Let {Ek}k^ be a directed sequence of p-local CW-spectra of
finite type and E denote the wedge sum VEk. Let X be a CW-spectrum and
{X
λ
} be the set of all finite subspectra of X. For a fixed integer m we assume that
V2EmX is Hausdorff and that lim' Tor Em^X
λ
=0= lim^1 Tor Em~qX
λ
 for any
<
 x < λ
q> 1. Then (lim Ek)m X is Hausdorff.k
Proof. Under our hypothesis we observe that limg Em~qX
x
 = Q —
\
lim«+i£:«-« χ
λ
 for any q>l. This implies that lim* (limEA)l""«Xλ=0 for each
λ *^~ϊΓ T*
q>l. The desired result is now immediate.
2.3. Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum for a fixed prime p. This
is an associative and commutative ring spectrum whose coefficient ring is BP*=
Zζpϊfyn °">vnj *••] with degree of v
n
=2(pn— 1). For any wΞ>0 there are BP-
related spectra 5P<w> constructed in [7], These are associative BP-module
spectra with BP^ιιy^=Z^[v
ίJ •••, vn], and related by the cofiber sequences
n
> — ?» BP<ny-*BP<n— 1> where v
n
 denotes the multiplication by
v
n
. Consider the map g
n
: BP-*BP(ny inducing the canonical projection in
homotopy. Based on Wilson's splitting theorem [7, Theorem 5.4] we get
(2.7) g
n
: BPmX-*BP<nymX is split epic for m<2(p*+ +p+l)
if X is a based CW-complex, and hence
(2.8) g
n
 JBP* Y-* 5P<w>* Y is split epic for all but finitely many degrees
if Y is a based finite CW-complex.
In [7, Theorem 5.7] Wilson proved Quillen's Theorem that BP*Y is
generated as a jBP*-module by elements of non-negative degree if Y is a based
finite CW-complex. We here give faithfully an imitation of his proof to show
Proposition 10. Let Y be a based finite CW-complex. Then the torsion
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subgroup TorBP*y is generated as a BP* -module by torsion elements of non-
negative degree.
Proof. Let y be a torsion element of BPm Y for some negative degree m.
Then we can find a positive integer n and an element z
n
 of jBP<X>w~f~2(/>n~1)Y
such that gH(y)=vΛ zn. Note that zn is a torsion element. Since gn is split
epic in degree m-{-2(pn~ 1) by virtue of (2.7) we can pick a torsion element w
n
of Bp*+*(P-vγ
 w
ith g
n
(y)=gH(vn wn). Continue this process to show that y
is represented as a finite sum ^
n
^\vn^n where w
n
 are all torsion elements.
Now the result follows by downward induction on the degree m of y.
Let X be a based CW-complex which is countable. Then it has an in-
creasing filtration *=X..lC.XsC: ~CLXkC. " of finite subcomplexes such that
Lemma 11. Let X be a based countable CW-complex. Then
lim1 (ΘTor BPmXk) = 0 .
Proof. The inverse system { © Tor BPmXk} satisfies the Mittag-Leffler
m>0
condition since each abelian group © Tor BPmXk is finite. Therefore the inverse
m^O
system {(jBP*®(® Tor BPmXk}} satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, too.
w^O
This implies that lim1 £P*<g)(®Tor BPmXk)=Q. On the other hand, Proposi-
Γ" »»^o
tion 10 says that the natural morphism £P*®(®Tor BPmXk)-* ©Tor BPmXk
m2>0 m
is epic. Hence it is easily shown that lim1 (©Tor BPmXk)=0.<
 k
Let C
n
Y denote the cokernel of the morphism g
n
: @rTorBPmY-+
©Tor JSP<w>wy. If Y is a based finite CW-complex, then the abelian group
C
n
Y is finite by virtue of (2.8). As an immediate result we have
Corollary 12. Let X be a based countable CW-complex. Then
lim1 (©Tor BP^nymXk) = 0 for each n .
Let E be an associative jBP-module spectrum. Then we can form a CW-
spectrum vΰlE defined to be the mapping telescope lim v-W-D β
 o
f the map
k
v
n
: E-*Σ~2(P"~^E. This is a weak associative JSP-module spectrum such that
(v?E)*XG*v?BP*®E*X. Particularly v-lBP<ιί> is denoted by E(n).
BPif
Theorem 13. Let X be a based countable CW-complex and t be a fixed
integer with 0<t<2(p—l). Assume that H
m
X®Q = 0 for all m with m~t
mod 2(p-l). Then (v^BP^X and E(n)m+1X are both Hausdorff when m = t
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mod2(/>—1).
Proof. Set E^V^-^^BP or Vk^
2k(pn
^BP<jιy. Then
unless m=0 mod 2(p— 1). Thus our hypothesis on JY" implies that VE
m
X®Q
=0 if w=£ mod 2(p— 1). By means of Corollary 6 we see that V2Em+1X is
Hausdorff if ra=£ mod 2 (/>— 1). By virtue of Lemma 11 and Corollary 12 we
now apply Theorem 9 to obtain that Em+lX is Hausdorff when m=t mod 2(p— 1).
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